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What Is the  
Student Dashboard?
The digital student experience includes a wealth of interactive tools and 
games that encourage exploration and develop conceptual understanding.

All student resources are accessed directly from the online Student Dashboard, 
making it easy for students to move from one resource to another.
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Student Bookshelf
Page 4

The Student Bookshelf offers 
online access to the print Student 
Worktext along with many 
additional digital features that make 
it easy to navigate and personalize.

Learning Games 
Page 8

Interactive Learning Games help 
students gain a rich conceptual 
understanding of mathematics 
concepts, improve fluency, and develop 
a positive relationship to challenge.

Digital Math Tools
Page 10

A full suite of Digital Math Tools allows 
students to explore mathematics 
concepts using multiple models.
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What Is the  
Digital Student Bookshelf?

The Digital Student Bookshelf is the digital version of the student materials. Within this 
version, students have the ability to digitally highlight, take notes, or have the pages of 
the Student Worktext read to them.
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Within Family Resources, students can access:

•   Family Letters  
Family Letters can be found in both the print Student 
Worktext and the Digital Student Worktext. 

•  Unit Flow and Progression Videos  
Each unit includes a video showing the flow and 
progression of the mathematics concepts within 
that unit. The Unit Flow and Progression Videos are 
accessible for students and families to help them 
gain a better understanding of the progression of 
the standards and the strategies that are taught 
within each unit of Ready Classroom Mathematics.

3
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Add and Subtract Fractions

21Dear Family,
This week your child is learning how to add  
and subtract fractions with like denominators.
Fractions with the same number below the line have like denominators.

like denominators:    1 ·· 4    and    3 ·· 4     unlike denominators:    1 ·· 2    and    3 ·· 4   

To find the sum of fractions with like denominators, understand that you are  
adding like units. Just as 3 apples plus 2 apples is 5 apples, 3 eighths plus  
2 eighths is 5 eighths. Similarly, when you take away, or subtract, 2 eighths  
from 5 eighths, you have 3 eighths left.

   3 ·· 8    1    2 ·· 8    5    5 ·· 8   

You can also use a number line to understand  
adding and subtracting like fractions.
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Remember that the denominator names units the same way that “apples”  
names units. 

So, when you add two fractions with like denominators, the sum of the numerators 
tells how many of those units you have.

When you subtract two fractions with like denominators, the difference of the 
numerators tells how many of those units you have.

Invite your child to share what he or she knows about adding and subtracting  
fractions by doing the following activity together.
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Dear Family,
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Add Within 5

This week your child is learning to add within 5.
This lesson includes solving addition problems with totals up to 5. It also connects story problems to 
pictures, objects, 5-frames, and equations. This will provide your child with a strong foundation as he or 
she eventually moves from solving problems shown with pictures or models to solving problems shown 
only with numbers.

2 1 1 5 3 2 1 1 5 3

Picture 5-Frame

Within Front of Book, students can access the  
Student Handbook that contains: 

•  Mathematical Practices

•  Mathematical Language Reference Tool

•  100 Mathematical Discourse Questions

1
Student Handbook

Mathematical Practices

. . . page HB1
Mathematical Practices
These eight practices will help you use 
math thinking to solve problems.

. . . page HB10
Mathematical Language 
Reference Tool
These sentence frames will help you 
talk and write about math.

. . . page HB13

100 Mathematical Discourse Questions
These questions will help you share your ideas  
about math.

HBi ©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted

Within End of Book, students can access: 

•  Bilingual English/Spanish Glossary 

•  Multilingual Glossary 
Includes Haitian-Creole, Portuguese, Vietnamese,  
French, Arabic, Chinese, Russian, Tagalog, and Urdu
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Available in 
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Closed 
Captioned in 

English  
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How to Navigate the 
Digital Student Bookshelf

Search by 
keyword or 
standard to 
find where 
they occur 
within the 
Student 
Worktext.

Click the arrows to page 
forward or backward 
within each lesson.

To navigate to a specific 
lesson, choose the unit, 
then the lesson on the left 
side of the screen. 

Go directly to a specific page 
within the Student Worktext 
by entering the page number.
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Navigational tools included for the student:

Student Bookshelf iPad® Accessibility: All assets within the Ready Classroom Mathematics online Student Bookshelf will be fully 
supported on iPads (iOS 10 and higher) for Back to School 2019.

Text-to-Speech—
listen to the text on 
the page be read 
aloud.
Curriculum Associates 
recommends using a 
Windows Operating 
System™ when evaluating 
the Text-to-Speech 
feature. This tool will be 
optimized for Mac OS® 
users by the end of 2018.

Zoom— 
click on the 
icon to zoom  
in/out to 
adjust the size 
of the pages.

Notes—view a list of 
where annotations 
are located for future 
reference. The icon is 
inactive when there 
are no annotations in 
the Student Worktext. 
Annotations can be 
added by highlighting 
text on a page, clicking 
the blue square to enter 
notes, and selecting a 
highlighter.

One- or two-
page view—
adjust the 
screen to 
view one or 
two pages at 
a time.

Bookmark—
mark a page 
for future 
reference.

Calculator—
access a basic 
four-function 
calculator.

Print Page—
print the 
page(s) shown 
on the screen.

Mac OS® and iPad® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.

Windows OS™ is a licensed trademark of Microsoft.
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What Are the  
Interactive Learning 
Games?

Interactive Learning Games offer a multisensory approach to engaging students in 
fluency practice. They provide an interactive exploration of key skills in a low-stakes setting, 
allowing students to develop a positive attitude toward challenge and perseverance. 

Hungry Guppy
Early number sense and addition. In this precursor to Hungry 
Fish, students practice subitizing, fluently adding sets of 
shapes, and recognizing numerals up to six. Diverse colors 
and arrangements of dots reinforce the concept of quantity. 
Levels progress adaptively based on player performance.

Hungry Fish
Addition and subtraction fluency practice, underwater. 
Students combine integer bubbles to feed a fish with 
a specific target number, reinforcing the concept that 
multiple paths to every sum and difference exists. The 
range of target numbers includes integers less than 10, 
large integers, multiples of tens, multiples of hundreds, 
and negatives numbers, as well as a range of time pressure.

Zoom
The world’s most interactive number line. Students move 
left and right and zoom in and out to find missing values, 
comparing numbers while building number sense. Animals 
corresponding to each order of magnitude make the concept 
of place value concrete—from dinosaurs up in the thousands 
to frogs in the ones down to amoebas in the thousandths. 
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Bounce
Integers and fractions estimation. Students compare 
numbers and find the location of integers, fractions, 
percentages, decimals, and pie charts on the number 
line by guiding a bouncing ball. Scaffolded hints include 
a directional arrow, number line tick marks, similar 
fractions, and a vertical arrow.

Cupcake
Word problems, unit rate comparison, and the coordinate 
plane. Students run a cupcake delivery business, budgeting 
for ingredients, comparing vendors, taking customer orders, 
and delivering orders on the coordinate plane of a city map. 
Students interpret diverse word problems, which adaptively 
progress from straightforward orders (“I’d like three vanilla—
actually add one more.”) to problems with distractors, multistep 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and percentage problems. 

Match
Basic numbers, addition, subtraction, and multiplication. 
Students match tiles of equal value, learning to interpret 
diverse visual and symbolic representations of integers, 
sums, differences, and products. The game improves working 
memory while giving students valuable fluency practice with 
addition, subtraction, and multiplication. 

Pizza
Mental math, unit rate comparison, and real-world 
economics. Students run a virtual pizza shop—setting 
prices, comparing ingredient vendors, and performing 
quick mental arithmetic to calculate the price of customer 
orders. Adaptive timing gives each student appropriately 
challenging fluency practice with addition, multiplication, 
and multistep problems. 
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What Are the  
Digital Math Tools?

Digital Math Tools benefit students and teachers alike, allowing learners 
to explore mathematical concepts in a fun and unrestricted way. 

Teachers will find that digital tools provide clear and accurate models 
that are easy to utilize when working with both large and small groups. 

Students will love exploring with the tools, recognizing relationships they 
may not have discovered on paper, and sparking questions they never knew 
they had. Concepts become clearly defined and depth of understanding 
grows as students move among these dynamic representations.

Base-Ten Blocks
Use base-ten blocks to represent, 
add, and subtract numbers by place 
value. Break blocks apart for a visual 
representation of regrouping numbers 
that real blocks don’t provide.

Counters and 
Connecting Cubes
Count, build number relations, and 
compose and decompose numbers with 
the use of the two-color counters, ten 
frames, and number bonds. Reveal one, 
two, or three parts of the number bond 
to develop part/whole relationships.
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Perimeter and Area Models
Build rectangular arrays and rectilinear figures in 
order to develop a conceptual understanding of 
area and perimeter.

Multiplication Models
Investigate area models for multiplication and 
visually explore partial products from decimals 
to hundreds.

Fraction Models
Use area models, fraction strips, and number 
lines to create clear visual representations 
of fractions. Develop a clear conceptual 
understanding of fractions in order to compare, 
add, subtract, and multiply. 

Number Lines
Design your own number line and use it to show 
relative position of numbers, rounding, and to 
model addition, subtraction, and multiplication. 
Also model fractions, decimals, and whole 
numbers.
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